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PerformanceI let pharaoh warm up for a few days on standby. Then I fully powered on the integrated amplifier and let it operate for 30 minutes. Starting with the acoustics of Vienna, I played Sunland with Marc Antoine from The Very Best of Marc Antoine. At first I noticed a pleasantly forward presentation, which created a besty and engagement, but was
never uncomfortable. Stereo image hanging in front and between the Schoenbergs had a natural quality. Soundstage predicted nicely, creating a front-to-back image with focus. The guitar was tenderness that made long listening sessions easy. Next I played Ti Ti under the Gipsy Kings from their Tierra Gtana album. Once again, acoustic guitar strings
impressed me because they had a silky character that lingered in the room, if only for microscoe before landing quietly. The details of the upper frequencies were equal without lubrication, and I heard a natural representation of the vocals. Moving to KT Tunstall's Other Side of the World, I noticed the upper-range frequencies, especially the cymbals that came
to life. I also noticed a lively midrange that helped vocals breathe. The Rogue/One combo was a great all-around package that would be hard to beat. It's time to up the ante with B&amp;amp;amp; W CM10s. You can read the full review of this speaker, Brian Kahn, on our website. CM10 is a medium-sized floor monitor; and, as Brian suggests, she has a little
oomph to drive properly – perhaps more power than her 90-dB sensitivity rating would indicate. I played a range of songs, including those mentioned above, and It was clear to me that Pharaoh had no problem driving these speakers. Listening to Carly Simon's song Anticipation, another quality emerged: this amplifier is dead silent. I shouldn't be surprised
because I had the same experience with nad m27 seven-channel amplifier, which shares the same amplifier technology. Perhaps I get used to such silence and now take it for granted. Continuing with Carly Simon, her voice exhibited exquisite realism, only with the right amount of pre-delivery. Midbass predicted nicely, and the percussion retained the
details. Since CM10 has more bass capabilities than vienna acoustics, it was clear that Pharaoh actually took advantage. I was thoroughly satisfied with what I heard. To be meticulous, I traveled down the street to a friend's house, where I connected pharaoh to his final speaker, B&amp;amp;Amp; W 800D, with source is Oppo BDP-95. I've seen 800Ds give
some highly regarded boosters hard. Typically, 800Ds are connected to Krell's integrated amplifier, and I've had the ability to listen to several artists with this setup. After joining Pharaoh, I listened to several songs, including Adele Rolling in the Deep on her second album 21. This track has cymbals played in the background that sounded sensational with
Krell, and I heard a similar and clarity with pharaoh. I could hear live breathing from midrange to upper frequencies. With that said, this speaker is a monster, and the high-powered Krell integrated amplifier had a little more punch at lower frequencies. It is important to note that Krell is also five to six times higher than the unscrupulous price. It was impressive
to see pharaoh stand up in the 800D; although this speaker may not be a friend of Pharaoh's soul, like most marriages, you can make it work. Finally, I connected my Sennheiser HD700 headset. Listening to a variety of music, I could tell the pipes were doing their job. The HD 700s never sounded better, with increased width and soundstage and airy top end.
I found myself looking around the room and removing the headphones to ensure that my main speakers were turned off. Compared to oppo's earphone output, it was clear that pharaoh was superior. DownsideAs with all the components is always something to grip about, but I try to come up with something tangible in the realm of activity. Like most
equipment of this caliber, and similar to what I've heard with other Hypex boosters, it will play what's out there, whether you like it or not. So, carefully select the records or keep your complaints. In addition to the set of features, I wish there was another balanced contribution. The appearance of Pharaoh is of high quality and slightly industrial in nature: it is not
bad appearance; but because of the complex sound quality of pharaoh, I could not help, but I think it deserves a little more formal clothing. Comparison and competitionIt was a challenge to find a really competitive product with an accurate set of features. Integrated amplifiers at this price point, with a tube preamp paired with solid state amplifier, are not so
common. Adding a Class D amplifier makes the search much more difficult. That being said, here are some alternatives: Vincent Audio SV-237 Hybrid Stereo Integrated Amp at $2,750 has similar power ratings and is actually a tube front with a solid state booster; however, I have no experience with it. The T+A power plant of a balanced $3,300 may be due
to its similar power rating and the use of a pulse-width amplifier (Class D) developed by T+A; However, it's not a pipe preamplifier. In addition, it lacks a headset amplifier. Krell Vanguard, a newer integrated amplifier with a value of 200 watts per channel, is pure Class A. It is not a pipe design, but its Class A amplifier can pose as a convincing alternative. It
has a retail price of $6,000. Unfortunately, Vanguard does not have background input, nor does it have a headset amplifier. It supports digital music by offering the ability to add digital input via USB and HDMI if desired. Hegel 160 has a retail price of $3,500 and has 150 watts per channel. This unit, like Krell, also has DAC with digital inputs, but lacks
background input; but it contains a headphones amplifier. I am very impressed with Rogue Audio Pharaoh Integrated Tube Hybrid Booster. It has many features that will be used by analog loving audiophile. For beginners, it's a modern design that offers class D reinforcement with pipe front power. It has exceptional building quality throughout, using parts
sourced from some of the best manufacturers. Pharaoh includes a pipe headphones amplifier that works well and has well dissipated the output of my Oppo BDP-105D headphones. I like the variable analog output to use with subwoofer if necessary. The home theater bypass feature creates a way to integrate a high-end two-channel system into your
surround sound system. Adjustable background input, which can be customized to support your cartridge type and output level, will satisfy the vinyl collector. Finally, I helped that speakers can be difficult if necessary. At $3,500, Rogue Audio Pharaoh is a unique product that hits all the needs of an analog audiophile at a price point that is significantly lower
than you expect to spend. Additional resources check out our Stereo, Mono, and Audiophile amplifier category page for similar reviews. Rogue Audio Description + SpecificationsWhen we started developing a pharaoh booster we had one overarching goal: the realization of an integrated amplifier that, without compromise, would offer the best distinguishing
performance. To that end, pharaoh uniquely combines solid state power enhancement with the tube in advance to deliver amazing dynamics, as well as organic midrange and sweet top end that only tube booster can provide. Along with the truly outstanding Sonic Pharaoh boasts many features including a pipe headphones chain, mm/mc user-adjustable
background, home theater bypass, remote control volume with mute, and cpu loop. Pharaoh is really a one-box solution for all your booster needs. Technically, all important preamplifier section uses a couple of long plate 12AU7 tubes configured for mu-follower topology. Large coupling caps and an abundance of exotic parts ensure that the sound signal is
perfectly preserved at this critical stage of enhancement. The huge linear power supply is then used to deliver energy to the solid state power amplifier section. Designed around highly regarded Hypex OEM modules, amplifiers provide seemingly unlimited power and dynamics. It's good to be king. Download product literature here. General featuresPure pipe
mu-followers preamplifierSlow-start automatic logical activation Green design with very low power consumptionStandby 6 W, 1/2 Power 235 W, Full Power 435 WRee Pair Line Level InputsOne Pairs Background Inputs, MM/MCOne Pair Balanced XLR InputsAdded Background Load (Available Custom Values)Pipe Powered 1/4 Headphone JackMassive High
Storage Linear (!) Power supply EVO oil coupling capsPrecision capsPrecision throughoutAll tested, burned-in, and auditionedMore and hand-built USA3 years limited warranty (6 months pipes)SpecificationsOutput Power: 185 WPC Min. 8 Osm Load / 350 WPC 4 Ohm LoadTHD: &lt;0.1% typ., &lt;1% @ Rated PowerFrequency Response: 5 Hz - 20k
HzPhono Gain: 44 dB MM, 63 dB MCInput Sensitivity: 1.0 V RMSDimensions: 18.3 W x 6.5 H x 18 D [includes posts and handles]Weight: 39 LbsWeight Packed: 45 LbsAC power requirements: 120 V - 60 Hz Hz
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